Abstract. The donation box is commonly used to collect money to from the society for charity purpose. Due to the increase case of the stealing involving donation box, it indicates that the current design of the box is not safe. A research survey are being conducted and the newly design Anti-Thief Donation Box is is introduced in this paper. The material chosen for prototype is mild steel upon its strength and durability. The manufacturing method involved are welding, grinding and drilling. Special specification on this donation box includes the dual manual locking mechanism and the button controlled alarm mechanism.
Introduction
Donation boxes are often being seen in public places that receive a lot of visitor such as mosque or mall as a means of generating additional revenue in small increments. In churches, it is common to find a Mite box or Alms Box, and in Shinto shrines a Saisen-bako.
The term of mite box or generally known as donation box (also alms box or poor box) refers to a box that is used to collect coins and money bills for charitable purposes. The mite boxes are collected by the church, mosque or temple, and the donations are given to the poor. Donation box is firstly used to collect money for the worshipping place funding rather than giving some alms [1] . It is also helps the people to do charity more conveniently as they only need to insert the money or clothes inside the box. A man has been arrested by the public member as he was attempting to steal from a donation box from the local Hindu temple [2] . Mohd [3] also wrote news about the caught of a band of thieves that are targeting the donation box placed inside the mosque. These bands of thieves are believed to be involved also in the other several cases of the stolen donation box around Malaysia.
Based from these two statements, donation box which is being left unattended has become the target of thieves. This happen because the current design of the donation is lack of safety feature, making it easier for the thieves to stole the money inside the donation box. The safety feature of the current donation boxes is solely depending on the locking mechanism which normally includes a lock only. Therefore, it is crucial to design an anti-thief donation box which include extra safety features in order to reduce the risk where the donation are being stolen.
Anti-Thief Donation Box Design Material and Method
The aim of this project is to design an anti-thief donation box that can overcome or reduce loss of donation to the public. The objective is to design a locking mechanism that will act as the safety feature of the donation box and designing a donation box that made up from material that can withstand high force and is very durable.
Proposed Design
Four concept of the purpose design of the Anti-thief donation box are shown in Figure. 1. The characteristic of safety measurement, material strength and durability, product durability, and the design are considered during the design stage for this anti-thief donation box [4] . The detailed explanations for each design are also included. 
Conceptual Design of Anti-Thief Donation Box
Concept design 3 is selected as the best design to be fabricated because the design fulfils all the criteria listed by the customers. This design has the best locking mechanism and alarm system that can improve the security aspect of this box. The material for this box that is mild steel has the perfect strength and durability to make the box capable to withstand big forces. A block diagram of product component decomposition is drawn as shown in Table 1 . The donation box is designed to prevent thief therefore it is created to have dual locking system, two compartment that is upper and lower, an alarm system and finally the outer part and inner part. This ensures the security, durability and strength of the product. Every single part has its own function in order for the device to function well. 
The Anti-Thief donation box is functioning by activating the alarm in the upper compartment. The user can control the alarm by pushing the button that is installed in the lower compartment. To open the upper compartment, the user needs to open the lower compartment door first. Then, after unlocking the mechanical lock, the user needs to insert the saved pass code into the digital lock. 
Results
Pugh concept section method is used to evaluate the concept alternatives. Criteria choose are high efficiency, high reliability, low maintenance, low cost and light weight. Concept 1 was selected as Datum which is a benchmark comparison of a product. The concept 1 is set as datum column. +, -, = sign is used against datum to evaluate and compared the other concepts. Finally, select the best alternative configuration as the final configuration where were concept 3.
Fabrication of Product
For this product, the fabrication process involved is cutting and welding. First of all, the mild steel plate is being measured and cut into desired size. Then the parts will be combining by welding the steel plate together to form a box [5] [6] . The electronic component of the product is being installed using hot glue gun and soldering. Figure 2 below shows the final product after the fabrication process. 
Mechanical Analysis Aspect
From the analysis aspect, the box is designed to be able to withstand strong forces. That is why, for this product, mild steel is selected as it base material. Mild steel has the perfect ultimate strength of 400 MPa. Based on the Finite Element Analysis and hardness testing, mild steel has the most suitable strength and durability.
The dual-locking mechanism is designed to be fully mechanically functioning. This because, we want to create locking system that is easy to operate and maintain. The dual locking mechanism does no required outer power source as it is design to function only by retracting it forward and backward.
Health, Safety, Environment and Sustainability
The Anti-thief donation box was designed to have a perfect dimension where it suitable for people to insert money without having to bend themselves down. This design was different from the current design of donation box which comes in small sizes that need people to bend when they want to insert the money into the donation box money slot. Other than that, the upper compartment that keeps the money storage is designed to ease the owner to pull the box out and installed it back into position. The material use for the product is user friendly and did not cause any harm to the human health.
This donation is designed to fulfil the anti-thief theme. However, the safety aspect is considerate which is harmless to the people surrounding. Therefore, the donation box did not have any sharp edges. The donation box is also designed to have two compartments which have separate function. These designs make sure the product is compatible and safe to the user and people surrounding. The processes of creating the Anti-Thief donation box are also being done under the supervision of the specialist.
Sustainable design or also known as environmental design an environmentally sustainable design, is the philosophy of designing physical objects, the built environment, and services to comply with the principles of social, economic, and ecological sustainability. Eliminating negative environmental impact completely through skilful and sensitive design has been the main intention of sustainability design. Sustainability design manifestations require renewable resources, minimally impact the environment and at the same time connecting the user with the natural environment [7] . Other than the "elimination of negative environmental impact", sustainable design must also create projects that can provide meaningful innovations that can shift behaviour. A dynamic balance between economy and society, intended to generate long-term relationships between user and object or service and finally to respect and considered the Mother Nature and social differences.
Therefore, by following the twelve-sustainability design principle [8] [9] , the product was followed as an environment-friendly product. The material used to make the thief-nightmare donation box is did not contain any harmful substance and chemical. The mild steel that is being used for the product can be recycled when the product is not functioning anymore.
Not only are the materials, the process of creating the product also following the principle. The processes that involved when creating the product are being done in specifically place. For example, the process of combining the box required the mild steel plate to weld together. Welding process itself taking place in the welding laboratories which are specifically designed for the process. During the process, we did not do anything that can cause harm to the environment.
Conclusion
Anti-Thief Donation Box has been studied, designed and fabricated at Faculty of Mechanical Engineering (FKM), Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM). A few methods such as Product design specification (PDS), concept generation, Pugh selection method for criteria decision making process during design has been performed in order to decide and select the best design from safety measure, material strength and durability, and product design perspective. The donation box concept design 3 has been selected due to matching the best criteria set in Pugh selection method.
